SMR-800

Multi Rake Windrower

The Perfect Tool for your Skid Steer:
Windrowing, Landscaping
Soil Conditioning and Sweeping
1 The rototilling action of the SMR-800 breaks lumps, roots and other debris while
reclaiming rocks by forming them in uniform rows.

2 The 4" teeth give you greater ground penetration and are made of wear
resistant Hardox 450.
3 The SMR-800 is chain driven to keep the hydraulic motor out of harm’s way.
4 Option for standard solid mount or floating mount that can pivot up to 20 degrees left
or right, manually or hydraulically.

5 Solid mounted or hydraulic lifting 23" forklift grade tires for increased maneuvering
and rugged durability.

6 High or low flow hydraulic options.
7 Sweeper options shown on back.
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SMR-800 Specifications

- Drum angle movement 20 degrees left or right - Great for land use preparation -

SPECIFICATIONS SMR-800 MULTI RAKE
Weight (approximate)
Hydraulic low flow option
Hydraulic high flow option
Drum width
Drum speed
Tires
Transport width

1900 lbs (862 kg)
18 - 24 gpm (68 lpm - 90 lpm)
28 - 38 gpm (106 lpm - 144 lpm)
89” (2.26 m)
220 - 250 rpm
23” forklift (58 cm)
102” ( 2.59 m)

OPTIONS
Mount options: Standard Mount or Floating Mount,
Joystick control for New Holland, Case, John Deere & Cat

- Ground before SMR-800 use -

- Ground after SMR-800 use -

- Floating Mount -

- Standard Mount Shown -

- Optional broom attachment for
sweeping parking lots, roads or removing snow -

Gearbox features reversable tensioner and heavy 80 chain which decreases
downtime. The gear ratio has a larger bottom sprocket that increases the mechanical
advantage, giving deeper ground penetration and fewer stall outs. Side plates are
adjustable, removable, and reversible for varying ground applications.

- 4" teeth made from Hardox 450 For superior wear resistance

- Heavy duty bearings Same bearing as used on SRW-1400
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